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Research Statement

The concept of my rebel photo series follows the story of young 
women who do pole dancing and their rebellion against its stigma. 
Historically, pole dancing has been perceived as a demeaning activity, 
associated with female objectivity, immorality and sex work. However, 
young feminists today are rebelling against this notion by utilizing pole 
dancing as both a form of fitness and as a safe space to feel 
empowered by expressing their sexuality for themselves, rather than 
using their sexuality and strength for the pleasure of men. 



I felt that it was important that my photo series focused on the fun and 
empowering reality of pole dancing, and broke the construct that pole dancing is 
a hyper sexualized activity. To represent this idea of female empowerment as a 
form of rebellion I focused my photo series on capturing the silliness and 
innocence of learning to pole dance. This can be seen through the smiles and 
laughter which is a common motif throughout the images. This motif 
compliments the themes of sisterhood and female bonding which are prevalent 
throughout the series. 

Furthermore, I wanted my photo series to capture the idea that pole dancing 
has become an act for the individual rather than for an audience. Pole dancing is 
now viewed by young women as a place of self discovery, fitness, and physical 
and mental challenges, all of which are utilized to build strength and strength of 
character. I also wanted to depict pole dancing as a place for freedom and 
release for young women from the pressure and confinements of what society 
says makes up a ‘traditional woman,’ which is the crux of what young women 
are rebelling against. 



I feel that my photo series has accurately portrayed pole dancing as an 
empowering fitness which has unfair stigma, and the rebellious young 
women who are fighting to change this perception. The many images of the 
young girls laughing together, helping each other do tricks and embracing 
the silly and freeing aspect of pole, breaks the stigma of pole as an immoral 
and dirty act. Furthermore, showing the mundane normalities of pole 
dancing such as sitting down and scrolling through Facebook in between 
learning new moves, breaks perception of pole dancing as a constantly 
exciting, and hypersexual activity. 

Overall, my photo series tells the story of young woman rebelling against the 
stigma of pole dancing as a demeaning and objectifying act, and their fight to 
normalise it and show that it can be a very wholesome and fulfilling craft. 



Girl preparing to begin dancing



Young woman embracing the sensuality and athleticism of her craft  



Dancer laughing at friends joke mid-spin



Sisters attempt to do a trick in unison



Girl pushing dancer to help spin after losing momentum



Dancer spins around and laughs with girl after being pushed into motion



Dancer to left checks Facebook whilst sister is upside-down



The Sisterhood of Dark Moon Dance Studio


